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On Monday, Dr. Robert Malone spoke alongside several other world-

renowned doctors and medical experts during a panel discussion that

was hosted by Senator Ron Johnson (R-WI),
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The nearly five-hour-long event, which was titled “Covid-19: A Second

Opinion,” saw a wide range of issues discussed, including “the global

pandemic response, the current state of knowledge of early and hospital

treatment, vaccine efficacy, and safety, what went right, what went wrong,

what should be done now, and what needs to be addressed long term,”

according to its description on Sen. Johnson’s website.

During the event, Dr. Malone, who is one of the esteemed inventors

behind the mRNA technology that is being used in the experimental Covid

vaccines, stressed that the worldwide campaign to vaccinate everyone

under the sun, and hook them on perpetual boosters, is actually severely

detrimental to the prospects of ever getting past this shamdemic –

especially, he says, with the emergence of the highly infectious, but

overtly mild, Omicron variant.

According to Dr. Malone, if the public health regime continues to push this

terrible universal vaccination policy, it will keep driving the virus to mutate,

potentially to a state where it may be “more pathogenic and more able to

elude immune response.”

“As I said back before Christmas, that Omicron has such [a] low risk for

severe disease and death. However, it’s got a warning sign – and it’s what

Geert [Belgian viral expert Dr. Geert Vanden Bossche] has been warning

about, and what the FDA has acknowledged in the original documents

allowing the Emergency Use Authorization – in which they told the

pharmaceutical industry that they desired the pharmaceutical industry

would investigate the risks of antibody-dependent enhancement or

vaccine enhanced disease. 

If we continue to pursue this universal vaccination strategy in the face of

the pandemic, particularly with Omicron now – a much more highly

infectious, highly replication-competent virus – what we risk is driving the
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virus through basic evolution to a state where it may be more pathogenic

and more able to elude immune response… in some, I don’t wish to scare,

we have had enough fear-porn.”

Dr. Malone continues by pointing out that the currently employed

‘sCiENcE’ behind the universal vaccinations is actually going directly

against everything known about “basic viral evolution,” and the impact of

the terrible plan is already starting to produce potentially catastrophic

results.

Omicron, Dr. Malone says, is not only resistant to the experimental

vaccines, but the new strain’s “infectivity” also “seems to be facilitated by

the vaccine.”

He concludes, “this [universal vaccination] must stop for the sake of the

world.”

“But if we continue to pursue universal vaccination the high probability is

that what we will continue to see is the evolution of additional escaped

mutants that are increasingly infectious and may well become more

pathogenic.

This policy of forced universal vaccination is absolutely contrary to all of

our understanding about basic viral evolution. We are clearly seeing the

development of escape mutants that are resistant to the vaccine. Omicron

is not only resistant to the vaccine, but its infectivity seems to be facilitated

by the vaccine – and in my opinion, this must stop for the sake of the

world.”

Watch:
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"....campaign to vaccinate everyone under the sun, and hook

them on perpetual boosters, is actually severely detrimental

to the prospects of ever getting past this shamdemic..."
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And you can bet your last dollar that Fauci and the Democrats

know this and it's what they are hoping for; because it gives

them inde�nite and unchecked power over the people.

Reply 1

PATRIOT ONE Jan 27

The vaccine was just the second stage of the plandemic. Dr.

Malone is not telling the marxist-fascist leftist demonkRats

anything they don't already know. The manmade and released

virus was designed to work hand in hand with the mRNA

"vaccine" in order to purify and strengthen the virus using

these sheeple as the incubating chambers to produce an

unstoppable virus that will kill quickly, especially those who

volunteered to be mRNA incubation chambers by taking the

jab. They will die �rst as their immune system has been

destroyed in order to turn them into virus generating

machines.



Reply

Paul R Jan 26

Isn't that exactly what gain of function is? Exactly what

Fauchi was working on with his pals in China?



Reply

Olivia Thorsten Jan 26 Edited

This guy is a limited hang out because there is no "virus".

Prove it exists or shut up believers. You don't have to live in

fear of a "more pathogenic virus". Proof is in the pudding. Talk

is cheap. I'm in Brooklyn, NY. The media reported sirens going

o� in 2020 constantly -- that's a lie. Nothing out of the

ordinary was going on. In crowded Brooklyn, with the most

contagious virus ever running around (and at the time

reported as deadly) I never wore a mask, never hand sanitized,

never wore latex gloves. I made it a point not to "socially

distance". I touched door knobs, handles, �ips, switches,

levers, countertops..... Nothing happened. I'm so sick of

liberals and conservatives aiding and abetting the ruling class
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liberals and conservatives aiding and abetting the ruling class

agenda by believing in this false god. The only disease is in

your brain. WAKE UP.

Reply

richard Jan 26

yep- "Nov 28, 2019Polio outbreaks in Africa caused by

mutation of strain in vaccine New cases of highly infectious

disease that should be 'consigned to the history books'

reported in Nigeria, the DRC, CAR and Angola..."



Reply

Ashok T Jaisinghani Jan 26

The RUTHLESS and extremely CORRUPT Governments

won't STOP Mass Vaccinations just because many common

men, women, infants and unborn children become very sick

and even DIE due to the COVID-19 Vaccines  Mass

Vaccinations shall STOP only after some Presidents, Prime

Ministers, Military Generals, Film Stars, Famous DOCTORS,

Scientists and other TOP Celebrities get KILLED by the

COVID-19 Vaccines
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Reply

Solange Jan 25

“Omicron Transmission is Likely Facilitated by The Vaccines”:

Dr. Malone Warns That If We Keep Vaccinating, We Risk

Developing a More “Pathogenic Virus.”

This is EXACTLY what the deep state wants or wanted. Do not

fear. Do not comply. The good guys have already won. All the

rest is part of the plan to expose it all and to wake up the

masses. It's time to SHIFT. Spread the word.



Reply
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Interesting theory put forth by Dr. Malone. It sounds like he isInteresting theory put forth by Dr. Malone. It sounds like he is ×
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suggesting that overuse of the vaccine may create a similar

situation to Superbugs (antibiotics resistant bacteria).

However, the one thing we do know is that every RANDOM

mutation of an organism results in the loss of information.

While this loss of information may give an organism a short

term advantage over it the orginal organism, the loss of

information ALWAYS has a long term negative impact on the

organisms ability to survive and reproduce long term. ALWAYS.

This is shown by each variant of this SARS virus The current

suggesting that overuse of the vaccine may create a similar

situation to Superbugs (antibiotics resistant bacteria).

However, the one thing we do know is that every RANDOM

mutation of an organism results in the loss of information.

While this loss of information may give an organism a short

term advantage over it the orginal organism, the loss of

information ALWAYS has a long term negative impact on the

organisms ability to survive and reproduce long term. ALWAYS.

This is shown by each variant of this SARS virus The current

Show more

Reply

LeftandRightareWrong.com Jan 25

This is middle school science 101.

"Antibiotic resistance killed more people than malaria or AIDS

in 2019

About 1.3 million deaths were directly caused by drug-

resistant bacterial infections in 2019, a global study

estimates"
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